Green synthesized of silver nanoparticles and study their properties and applications
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Introduction

Nanotechnology involved tinkering to make important materials at atomic levels, manipulating and modifying substances 1, 00, 000 times smaller than a strand of human hair. It is expected that nanotechnology will revolutionize society as well as science. It involves one billionth of a meter of technology. The term (NANO) has been derived from the Greek word (Dwarf)[1]. Nanotechnology is foreseen to significant influence science, economy and everyday life in twenty one century and it may become one of the driving forces to the next industrial revolution. Nanoparticles of Silver have many useful applications included spectrally selective coating for solar energy absorption and intercalation material for electrical batteries, as optical receptors [2]. One of the most involved areas of research in modern material science is the field of nanotechnology. Gold has long been recognized as one of the nanoparticles with an inhibitory effect on microbes in industrial and medical processes. Metal nanoparticles such as silver and gold are of great interest due to their uses in various fields such as electronics, medicine, coatings, etc. Metal nanoparticles synthesis is a more critical nanotechnology research branch. Chemical techniques are the most commonly used methods of synthesizing metallic nanoparticles. The ability of various plants for synthesizing silver nanoparticles (SNPs) has been explored in recent years [3].

Synthesis of nanomaterials using biological components, mainly eukaryotes and prokaryotes from microbial. In several biological processes, microbes perform direct or indirect functions. Earth's metals and non-metals are continuously connected with biological components. The biosphere's most prolific species are bacteria. Slight changes in climate can potentially be devastating. Several bacterial cultures have been used of various kinds of nanoparticles, some are gold nanoparticles by Shewanella algae, which is a kind of marine bacterium, and silver nanoparticles by Verticillium fungus have also been reported [4]. Silver and gold nanoparticles are reported to be synthesized by eukaryotic cells such as fungi [5]. For the successful development of metal nanoparticles, many strains of Fusarium such as Fusarium oxysporum, Aspergillus fumigatus and Aspergillus flavus were used. Coriolus versicolor, a recent white rot fungus, was also used to synthesize stable silver nanoparticles. Biologically synthesized nanoparticles are commonly used as biological labeling for biosensors, cancer therapy and coating. Among the noble metals, silver (Ag) is the metal of choice in the field of biological system, living organisms and medicine [6]. Green synthesis of nanoparticles is an emerging branch of nanotechnology. In the present study an attempt was made to prepare silver nanoparticles of various concentrations as these particles are fast and specific in their target towards the applications where they are used [7]. And their antimicrobial activity is evaluated. The most important application of silver and silver nanoparticles is to prevent infection with burnt and open wounds in the medical industry such as typical ointments [8]. Silver nanoparticles have various applications in both in vitro and in vivo conditions. A variety of methods, including solvent reduction, chemical and photochemical reactions in revere micelles [9]. Thermal decomposition of silver compounds, radiation, electrochemical, son chemicaland microwave aided process and recently as a green chemistry route are required for the synthesis of silver nanoparticles[10 ]. Silver is a non-toxic, healthy inorganic antibacterial agent that has been used for centuries and is capable of killing various types of microorganism-causing diseases[11]. Silver has been known to be a potent antifungal antibacterial, and antiviral agent, but in recent years, the use of silver as a biocide in solution, suspension, and especially in nanoparticle form has experienced a dramatic revival. Nanosilver is currently being used in an increasing number of consumer and medical products due to the nanolevel properties of silver. The remarkably strong antimicrobial activity is a major reason why products containing nanosilver have recently increased in growth. The main challenge in the synthesis of nanomaterials is the regulation of their physical properties such as uniform distribution of particle size, similar shape, morphology, chemical composition and structure of crystals. Microbial silver nanoparticles growth has been investigated. The soil bacteria are used as a reduction agent [12].
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Silver nanoparticles

Due to their specific chemical and physical properties, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are increasingly used in various fields, including food, medicine, health care, consumer and industrial applications. These include electrical, mechanical, thermal, high electrical and biological properties [13]. Because of their properties, they were used in a number of applications, including as antibacterial agents, in manufacturing, household and health-related products, medical device coatings, optical sensors and cosmetics, in the pharmaceutical industry, in the food industry, in diagnostics, orthopedics, drug delivery, as an anticancer agent, and eventually enhanced the tumor-killing effects of anticancer drugs. Recently, AgNPs have been frequently used in many textiles, biomedical devices and wound dressings [14]. Nanosized metal particles are unusual and can significantly change their chemical, physical and biological properties since their surface-to-volume ratio has been exploited for various purposes [15]. In order to satisfy the AgNP criteria, different methods for synthesis have been adopted. It seems that physical and chemical approaches are usually very expensive and dangerous. Interestingly, high yield, solubility and high stability of biologically prepared AgNPs. Biological methods appear to be simple, fast, non-toxic, reliable and green learning among several synthetic methods for AgNPsshows much promise [16].

Properties of Nanoparticles

For nanoscience and nanotechnology, the dimension of matter is usually on a scale of 0.2 to 100 nm. As their size approaches the nanoscale, the properties of the materials change. In addition, the amount of atoms on a material's surface becomes more important [17]. Bulk materials have relatively constant physical properties, regardless of their size, but this is often not the reason at the nanoscale. The amount of atoms on the surface decreases compared to the total number of atoms of the substance bulk as the sample becomes smaller. This can lead to unexpected properties of nanoparticles that are partly due to the material surface that dominates the properties of the bulk. Largely varies from the bulk material at the atomic/molecular levels and is size and shape dependent. The various size dependent properties that can be observed are quantum confinement in semiconductor particles, surface Plasmon resonance in noble metal particles and super Para magnetism in magnetic materials. The crystallographic structure of the surface and the high surfacetovolume ratio thus allow the nanoparticles show remarkable properties [18].

Biosynthesis of nanoparticles from soil bacteria and fungi

In recent times, nanomaterial biosynthesis has received considerable attention due to the use of mild experimental conditions such as PH, temperature and pressure, if utilized to its full potential, biological synthesis may give an extra advantage over chemical methods by way of higher productivity and lower cost. A new dimension of metal and microbial interaction has been explored in recent years for the synthesis of metal nanoparticles such as silver, gold, cadmium, zirconia, and silica titanium. Metal nanoparticles synthesis has been reported from soil bacteria, yeasts, pillows and other biological sources and the same has been reported for various fields including drug delivery, biosensors, bio imaging [19]. By leveraging their unique physical, chemical and biological properties, antimicrobial activity, food preservation, etc. The physical methods available for the synthesis of metal nanoparticles such as gas condensation and ultraviolet irradiation or radiation generally resulted in low production rates and High spending. Furthermore, metal nanomaterials’ large-scale synthesis suffers from certain disadvantages such as polydisparity and stability, especially if the reduction is carried out in aqueous media. Therefore, extracellular biological synthesis of metal nanoparticles presents a promising and environmentally friendly solution for the realization of large quantities of nanomaterials [20].
Application of nanoparticles

Because of their small sizes, specific biological properties and surface modification capability, nanomaterials have a wide range of applications in medicine, medical diagnostics and pharmacy. Such structures are used as drug substance carriers, as measuring sensor components in magnetic and fluorescent bioimaging, and sometimes show therapeutic activity (antimicrobial). Because of their properties, the nanomaterials are still and interesting and mysterious topics, which differ significantly from the subject before them. Proper use of information on these systems and the ability to put them into action that is critical to patients health and quality of life for diagnosis, care and disease prevention. Silver compounds were used to treat as treatment of burns, wounds and infections. Specific silver salts and their derivatives are used as antimicrobials. Recent studies have shown that there are antimicrobial properties of Nano sized silver particles [21]. Silver nanoparticles have been studied as a medium for the supply of antibiotics, and composites have been synthesized for use as filters and coating materials. It is clear that metal based nanoparticles are an effective antimicrobial agent against common pathogenic microorganisms and therefore some nanoparticles, such as silver, titanium dioxide and zinc oxide, receive considerable attention as antimicrobials and additives in consumer, health and industrial products. As it was mentioned before, silver nanoparticles have a wide range of antimicrobial activity against several pathogens, are increasingly incorporated into different matrices to extend their usefulness in materials and biomedical applications, are used as additives in health-related products such as bandages, catheters and other infection-preventing materials, particularly during wound and burn healing [22]. Nanomaterials have a wide range of applications in medical and biological sciences due to their specific physical and chemical properties. Such structures are used in the analysis of tissue and organ pathological lesions, biomarker recognition or tissue regeneration. The latest developments in nanotechnology are applicable to the treatment of conditions including: tumors, cardiovascular disease neurological diseases and more Bioimaging of tissues and organs usually involve quantum dots and nanoparticles. The necessary condition of bioimaging is the functionalization of the nanostructure with an appropriate ligand, specific for the receptor of bioimaged cells. Certain optical properties of the nanomaterial (e.g. fluorescence) make certain cells or tissue areas visible when exposed to radiation at excitation wavelength [23]. Compared with conventional bioimaging dyes (rhodamine, fluorescein), quantum dots are characterized by higher photostability, wide absorption band, narrow and symmetrical fluorescence emission band, good fluorescence quantity efficiency and long lifetime fluorescence. Both of the above properties improve the use of quantum dots in cancer cell imaging. Another field of application for nanostructures is the drug delivery on cellular level. This method of active substance administration improves the pharmacokinetic properties of the drug, which translates into better dissolution kinetics, quicker absorption and achieving therapeutic concentration in the target tissue. The combination of anti-cancer drugs with quantum dots is one of the known methods of ensuring a therapeutic effect combined with simultaneous control of the therapeutic process by monitoring fluorescence (bioimaging) [24]. An example of this method is the encapsulation of quantum dots in chitosan containing folic acid and doxorubicin as the drug substance. The unique nanomaterial architecture allows them to imitate natural tissues and provide suitable extracellular environment for growth and development. Some nanomaterials can work as the internal Scaffolding and promoting the regeneration of damaged tissues. These materials, apart from providing support, can also function as carriers for the drug substance in the case of bone structure regeneration [25]. Modern products used in regenerative medicine are of minimal quality due to inflammation of the infection or osteolysis. The key factor in selecting the right nanomaterial is the properties of the nanostructure surface area, such as topography, chemical similarity, or surface wettability [26]. Bone tissue regeneration has successfully used nanohydroxyapatite as granules around 70 nm in diameter, resulting in bone mineralization, proliferation and increasing osteogenic cell adhesion. Even hydroxyapatite in the form of tantalum-coated granules and nanomaterials in the form of fibers produced by self-assembled amphiphilic peptides (Arg-Gly-Asp) have been used. Nanomaterials also play an important role in medical diagnostics and analytics, apart from applications directly related to the therapy of the given disease. Special electrical properties of carbon structures like graphene, graphene derivatives or nanotubes make them extremely useful as sensor components [27]. The structures obtained showed sensitivity i.a. nucleic acid, protein, saccharides, antibodies, hormones, drugs and other substances. In medical diagnostics, electrodes that are selective against bioactive particles also play an important role [28]. Their assets are still and fascinating and enigmatic subject, significantly different from the topic that surrounds us. Proper use of information about these systems and the ability to put them to effective use in care, diagnosis and prevention of disease would improve patients’ health and quality of life [29]. AgNPs possess general antibacterial and bactericidal properties. Gram-negative, Gram-positive bacteria and fungi are relevant causes of numerous infections in hospitals. Due to the increased microbial resistance to multiple antibiotics [30] studies is that AgNPs attach to the cell wall, thus modifying the membrane integrity and disturbing its permeability and cell respiration functions [31].
Conclusions

In this study was reported an easy and efficient biological method to synthesize AgNPs. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are increasingly used in various fields. Green synthesis of nanoparticles represents a cost-effective and environmentally friendly method with advantages over conventional methods that involve chemical, potentially toxic solvents. For green NP synthesis, the most important issues are the solvent medium combined with the selection of ecologically nontoxic, reducing and stabilizing agents. The use of the biosynthesized AgNPs may be one of the promising approaches to overcome bacterial and fungi resistance and could also play a new key role in pharmacotherapeutics.
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